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Editorial

l.
Alan Daoie
In the Face of the Witch 1955
Oil on canvas, 39re x 46 inches
Given bp the Contemporary Art
Society 196'2

The exhibition of pictures by Bruno
Bobak at the Art Gallery in February was a
great success and clearly people appreci-
ated the chance of seeing this Canadian
artist's work without crossing the western
hemisphere. One oil painting called
English Boys was bought for the per-
manent collection and Mr. Stanley Burton
very generously gave the Leeds Art Col-
lections Fund money to buy another,
Lambeth Bridge. Two of the artist's pastels
and a drawing were purchased for the
picture lending scheme so that sub-
scribers will have a chance of living with
his work—at least for the occasional month
at a time. The lending scheme goes from
strength to strength and it is still a con-
siderable struggle to keep up with demand
and not let the waiting list of would-be-
members get too big. Several American
papers have given space to the scheme with
the result that letters have been received
asking for transatlantic membership. All
this is very encouraging and, perhaps, one
day we shall have to open a branch in New
York. There are in fact a number of
picture lending schemes in the New World
which would appear to serve a similar
public to ours. In most of them the artist
lends his work to the art gallery concerned,
which then takes over the administration
and supplies the borrowers. The rent paid
depends on the value of a picture pre-
sumably what the artist suggests —and ifyou
can't bear to part with one when the time
comes, you can buy it outright, usually



with the amount you'e already paid in
rent knocked off the price. From the artist'
point of view it might mean that a lot of
pictures were tied up in loan schemes, and
there would perhaps be a temptation to
paint easy-sellers. It is more an enlightened
method of sales promotion than a public
service, but it has the advantage of involv-
ing the artist more closely with his public.
The easier acceptance of the person of the
artist in Canada comes out very well in the
article written by Mr. Bobak for this issue
of the Galendar.
At Temple Newsam the Great Hall has

been redecorated. This was quite a job, the
painted area is enormous and it had not
been done for many years. The hall pre-
sents a curious mixture of good and bad
ornament all mixed up together so that a
colour scheme had to be devised to bring
out the one and as far as possible to sup-
press the other. The room contains two
fine doorcases, a simple but elegant
chimney-piece and some very pretty
plaster soffits all dating from the altera-
tions of the 1790's. These features have
come into their own again and one is
aware once more of the symmetrical lay-
out of the neo-classical improvers and,
indeed, reminded that Robert Adam him-
self was consulted about this wing of the
house; his drawings for Temple Newsam
are in the Soane Museum in London and
are well worth looking at. It is a pity that
the Victorian/Jacobean accretions are in
this case so coarse, but one of the great

merits of the house is the variety of its
architectural menu. Perhaps it is churlish,
therefore, to grumble that all the dishes are
not to one's palate.
By the summer it is hoped that every

object in the house will be labelled so that
visitors can have a do-it-yourself guide-
tour. Experiments have been going on for
over a year to try and find a satisfactory
way of doing this. Labels must be un-
obtrusive when not wanted yet readable,
cleanable, durable and finally removable.
Quite a teaser, but we think we have found
the answer. For those who like to take
away some of the atmosphere of the house
in tangible form, and without breaking the
law, colour transparencies of some of the
rooms, as well as objects and pictures in
the collection, are on sale at the house and
at the Art Gallery, price 2s. each.

Since this issue of the Galendar was com-
posed, Jacob Kramer has died. His per-
sonality and the subtle hold he had over
those who knew him was such that the
orthodox obituary notice seemed inap-
propriate. On 30th April a short memorial
service was held for him in the Art Gallery,
at which Professor Allison gave the
address. This was so much in sympathy
with that very positive idea of Jacob in
the minds of his friends that it was
decided to print extracts from it as a
tribute to the artist. They will be found
on page 16.



2.
Ittonwnent to the 2nd
Viscount Iruin and his
uife in tVhilkirk C'hurch
by john IVost. Erected
in 1697. svote in
particular the fine relief
of skulls and foliage which
disappeared in the recent
re-setting.
Photo: IVational
Buitdkngs Record.

A Newly Discovered Monument by
]ohn Nost in Leeds
The very beautiful funeral monument

commemorating the second Viscount
Irwin and his child which stands in Whit-
kirk Church, has for long been recognized
as an outstanding example of baroque
sculpture in England. Leading authorities,
including Rupert Gunnis, author of the
Dictionary of British Sculpture, have inclined
to attribute the marble to Edward Pierce
(c. 1630—1695), whose claim has been

presented by Mr. G. W. Beard in a previ-
ous number of this Calendar (Vol. 12,
No. 40).
The Temple Newsam archives have,

however, recently yielded definite proof
that the artist was John Nost, one of the
group of sculptors from the Low Countries
who settled in England towards the end of
the seventeenth century and helped to
revive the much-neglected art. It has also



been possible to trace in some detail the
events which led to the erection of such a
handsome and costly memorial.
The second Viscount married Elizabeth

Sherard in 1685 and lived at his wife'
seat at Stapleford in Leicestershire until
his death in 1688. Two months later his
infant daughter followed him to the grave.
Both bodies were interred in Whitkirk
Church. Eight years later, at the time of
her marriage to the Hon. John Noel, his
widow commissioned the tomb from John
Nost. The considerable delay suggests
that the act was prompted by a desire to
give tangible proof to her relatives in
Yorkshire that she continued to mourn the
loss of her first husband and child. Lady
Noel directed the whole operation from
Stapleford, through her servants Thomas
and Faith Tash, who arranged for John
Roades, the steward at Temple Newsam,
to act as her agent at Whitkirk.
The first reference to the monument

occurs in a letter sent by Tash at Staple-
ford to John Roades, and dated 13 Jan.,
1697. He writes:"I hope I shall have the happiness to
see you'n the Spring, for by that time the
tomE> will be done... which I hope will E>e

fine, for it is done by one of the best hands'n England. There are three figures, Lord,
Lady and Child... it v ill cost /600."
Another letter, dated 2 June, 1697, en-
closed, 'a bill of loading for Mr. Nost's
man, whereby he is to demand my Lord'
tomb which is brought down by water
to Selby'. On another occasion Lady Noel
authorised him to 'let Mr. Nost's man have
QEO if he says he hath occasion for so
much'.
It appears that the monument was

carved at Nost's studio in London and
erected'in its elaborate setting by one of
his assistants when it arrived at Whitkirk.
The work dragged on until September and
the final details such as ordering glazed
calico curtains and fitting two doors 'to
keep people from E>reaking of it'ere still
being discussed in December. It was
arranged that Dixon the Sexton should act
as caretaker. That the Irwin family con-
tinued to maintain the tomb during> the
next century is evident from a bill which is
preserved amongst the Temple Newsam
papers. It records that in 1772 the fashion-

able architect, John Carr of York, was
paid gl 1 15s. Od. to clean and repair the
figures and build a new br'ick wall between
the windows to secure the whole structure.
John Nost was one of the best sculptors

of his day and found employment at many
of the Great Houses. He did a good deal

of'ork

at Hampton Court and Melbourne
Hall, and made the lead figures which
stand in the South Garden at Castle
Howard. His famous statues ofWilliam III
and Queen Mary for the Royal Exchange
were the subject of an article in an earlier
number of this journal (Vol. 2, No. 6).
Dr. Margaret,Whinney of the Courtauld

Institute ofArt, who is writing a volume in
the Pelican History of Art on Fn«lish
Sculpture, has pointed out to me that the
discovery has further repercussions, since
it raises the question as to whether a
group of drawings in the Victoria R.
Albert, British and Soane Museums, which
have been attributed to Edward Pierce,
are not, in fact, drawings by Nost.t One
of them was identified by Mrs. Esdaile as
being for the Whitkirk monument, and
two others are also identifiable. All bear
the fine relief of skulls and foliage which
may be seen in the accompanying
photograph.
It is interesting to note that the figures

and architectural setting of Nost's magni-
ficent marble monument to the Duke of
Queensbury, 1711,at Durisdeer, Dumfries,
illustrated in the Dictionary of British
Sculptors, bears a striking reseml>lance to the
design of the Whitkirk tomb. It is most
gratifying to discover that Leeds possesses
an authentic, and equally splendid ex-
ample of this sculptor's work. However, it
is sad to record that the grandiose propor-
tions of the setting have recently been very
considerably impaired by the removal of
the large tomb-chest or sarcophagus upon
which the effigies originally rested. This
has spoiled the element of sensationalism
which always forms an essential basis of
baroque art.

CHRISTOPHER GILBERT

1 Reproduced Wren Society vol. xvii, pls. 22—26.
2 Xost's monument to John Digl>y, third Earl of
Bristol, at Sherl>orne Abbev in Dorset, c. 1698
(rcprodu<'e<1: English ~rt 1625—1714, Whinney
and Millar, pl. 733 bears a relief of folia< e,
ribbons anti bones, apparently identical to that
on the Whitkirk tomb.



3.
Ge'rieaull
7 he Lime-kiln, c. 1822—3
Paris, Louvre

ling

I,'I

The Space-Composition of
Gericault's Lime-kiln
by Eric Cameron

According to Clement,'he Lime-Ailn
records a scene which Gericault came upon
while walking to Montmartre one day in
1822 or 23. But he might well never have
taken a second glance had he not, some
months previously, seen Constable's Hay
Wain in the Royal Academy. The subject
is of a type he had not touched before his
visit to England, and it has three specific
reminiscences of Constable's picture, the
central motif of the horses and wagons, the
group of buildings to one side, and the
rough cart-track which plays a role
similar to that of the river in the Hay
W'ain. If, however, these features estab-
lish a kinship between the two works, they
also serve to draw attention to the gulf
separating the artists in their attitude
towards form.

The Hay IVai n is one of the most
artful compositions in the whole of English
painting, but everywhere Constable con-
ceals his cleverness. The river is a piece of
rural Suffolk and we are hardly aware of
its function as a horizontal plane regulat-
ing and stabilising the whole design, while
the grey patches above are so incontro-
vertibly clouds that we can only with
difficulty bring ourselves to see them as
shapes, related to the green shapes we call
'trees'. Gericault's picture, by contrast, is
quite clearly forced to conform to a pre-
determined structural pattern, and that
with a good deal of constriction.
Its elements are basically simple. A cart

and two horses stand in the doorway of the
lime-kiln in the right middle-distance:
another group of cart and horses fills the



left foreground. Together these set up a
strong diagonal movement which is the
dominating theme of the composition. It
is accentuated by the alignment of the
horse at the right of the foreground group
with the nearer of the more distant pair,
antithetically posed across a considerable
intervening space. This movement is
extended further into depth and off the
right side of the picture by the mass of the
large building in the background, the line
of whose gabled roof further stresses its
direction on the surface. The cart-track
on the right, like the river in the Hay
Wain, leads the eye into the picture and
directs it towards the main centres of
interest. At the same time it provides a
balance of contrasts to the left-hand group,
a void and an opposing diagonal.
Even in these basic elements the arrange-

ment of the Lime-Kiln is already more
'calculated'han that of any Constable,
a bold baroque composition of strong
diagonals relieved by a few orthogonal
and picture-parallel planes, but the design
only begins to take on its final character
when Gericault finds he cannot accept the
full implications of the tensions he has set
up and attempts to resolve them.
We notice first perhaps the way he

emphasises the vertical of the corner of the
kiln, almost precisely on the central axis of
the picture, and the horizontal at the base
of the roof about a third of the way down,
and how, to balance it, he constructs
another horizontal a third of the way up
from the line across the backs of the horses,
the streak of light which catches the
mound of earth at the right, and the cart
track which turns abruptly at this level to
complete it. All these lines reduce the
impact of the diagonals, and hence the
feeling of recession, and this last one parti-
cularly, as it implies a false relationship in
space between the forms it links on the
surface. By Constable's standards it is
contrived and unnatural, but Gericault
goes even further and produces a complete
contradiction of the scene's three-dimen-
sional structure.
By all the laws of common sense—not to

mention those of perspective —the side of
the lime-kiln in the centre of the picture
should be fore-shortened almost to nothing,
if its front wall is picture-parallel and if,

on the other hand, the wall is seen oblique-
ly, the lines of the roof, door lintel and base
ought to converge towards the right. As it
stands, the building has a quite arbitrary
construction of a type similar to that used
by artists as far apart as Rubens and
David when they want to turn the ortho-
gonally-set plane at an angle without
disturbing the picture-parallel plane. They
simply posit a unique vanishing point far
to one side, perhaps even outside the
canvas altogether, and according to the
strictest interpretation of perspective we
ought then to view the painting obliquely
from in front of this point, and at a distance
from the plane of the picture surface equal
to the distance from this

'orthogonal'anishing-pointof the point where any
single series of parallel lines at an angle of
45 degrees to the picture plane appears to
converge —and, ideally, with one eye
closed. If, however, we did look at
Gericault's picture from one side, the
horses would be completely concertinaed,
and of course we are never meant to do so.
In any case, the Lime-Kiln does not even
conform properly to this arbitrary scheme
of perspective.
However far the vanishing point may be

to the side, the curved ridge-tiles of the
kiln's roof should still form more con-
tracted ellipses towards the left than at the
right, and even on the small scale of this
picture, we can see clearly that they do
exactly the opposite. The perspective is
completely inverted, and the end tile
crowning the gable presents an almost
pure semi-circle towards the spectator,
implying, of all things, a picture-parallel
plane. (The square-topped opening in the
side of the kiln further supports this
suggestion.) I think one can infer Geri-
cault's reasons for this strange distortion.
If the side of the kiln were correctly drawn
its steeply-receding plane would send the
eye hurtling into infinity, and this he
cannot accept. In its present form it helps
close the picture-space at the level of the
longer wall, and this closing is effectively
completed by the cloud of smoke emerging
from the kiln, which, in turn, involves a
further inconsistency, this time in the
lighting. On the whole the lighting is
plausible if heavily contrived. Its source is
low to the right and somewhat to the back



4.
Conslable
The Hay- Wain, 1821
London, yl'alional
Gallery,

of the observer. Accordingly, the cloud of
smoke should be completely lost in the
shadow of the kiln, but it is relieved in
strong light. The gable end of the building
rendered as it is, performs a second func-
tion in the design. For the line of the slop-
ing roof now cuts across the main diagonal
of the picture, adding a final accent to the
opposing movement set up by the line of
the horse on the far left and that of the
tilted wagon and the cart-track.
This tilted wagon I have just mentioned

adds more complications. If it is really
seen from one corner, the off-horizontal
lines of the shafts and the rails along the
side ought to converge to the left—they are,
in fact, parallel —and the perpendicular
lines of the upright bars should tend more
towards the vertical, forming an acute
angle with them, while the circle of the

wheel should have become an ellipse. In
the absence of these modifications, the
wagon would appear to be picture-
parallel, like the lime-kiln, only its reced-
ing end—which in this case assists the
main diagonal —would appear to indicate
a unique vanishing point now at the right
of the picture.
The farther cart in the doorway of the

lime-kiln brings us still more problems. It
stands firmly inside the building with the
point of contact of'he nearer wheel
clearly behind the wall flankin the right
of the entrance, yet its hub is painted
overlapping the wall. Again the reason for
the distortion is evident. The offendien ing
hub halts the main diagonal movement of
t e picture as surely as it must have jam-h
med the cart itself. Just as Gericault could
not countenance the immense thrust of the
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Calendar of Notable Ever

Temple Newsam House
Open daily, including Sundays,
October to April, 11.80a.m. to dusk.
May to September, 10.80ann. to 6.15p.m.

Wednesday, 10.80a.m. to 8.0p.m.
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2,NO fears ofSilk
May 19 to July 1

An exhibition, circulated by the Victoria and
Albert Museum, covering the stylistic histmy
of woven silks from the second century a.o.
Beginning with &agments of early Ctunese Han
Silhf, it includes many rare examples &om Egypt,
Persia, Moorish Spain, and Mediaeval and
Renaissance Italy. The story is continued through
the development of silk weaving in France and
England down to the present day.
Paintings, furniture, ceramics and silver &om the
permanent collection will also be on show.

Catty Art~
Open daily, 10.80a.m. to 6.80 p.m.
Sunday, 2.80 p.m. to 5.0p.m.
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JVutiona/ Enhibition ofChiiklren's Art
June 8 to June 80
An exhibition orgamsed by the Soaky Pfkafktot.

Prints of the fYorikl

July 24 to August 21
This exhibition, the first of its kind to bc
held in Britain, consists of 200 works of
graphic art &om all over the world. The prints
are etchings, lithographs and woodcuts ofwhich
the artists themselves have made the plates and
blocks &om which are printoi, usually in limited
editions, a quantity of impressitons. These prints are
not, therefore, commercial reproductions but
works of art in their own right. The exhibition is
sponsored by the Labour Party as part of its
activities in connection with the 1%2 Festival
ofLabour.
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its in Yorkshire Galleries

Bradford

Doncaster

Harrogate

Huddersfield

Hull

Rotherham

Sheffiehf

Other Exhibiticma

Contemporary Swedish Prints (V. & A.)
Abstract Painting (A.C.)
Horsman Exhibition

Annual Spring Exhibition
Twentfeth~tury Sculpture (V. & A.)
Bradford Arts Club
British Studio Pottery (V. & A.)
Pottery Figures (V. & A.)
South African Landscape & Tribal Dress (A.E.B.)
Warwicfc Smith's Rome drawings (A.E.B.)
Contemporary Art Society Exhibition
The Rural Crafbsnan (V. & A.)
First Group Exhibitions (Four Artists and a Potter)

Eight Yorfcshire Artists
Kuniycshi (V. & A.)
The Hanoverians in Caricature (A.C.)
Arts ofAncient Rome (V. & A.)
Worh from Huddersfield Schooh
Pottery Figures (V. & A.)
Arts ofAncient Peru (V.& A.)
Architecture Today (A.C.)
Hull Art Club
Young Contemporaries (A.C.)
William Morris (V. Sr. A.)
The Rural Craftsman (V. & A.)
Contemporary Art Society Exhibition
Wort by Mary Wood
West Riding County Council Schooh
(Loan Art Collection)

Pottery Figures (V. & A.)
Old Musical Instruments (V. & A.)
Society ofMarine Artists (A.E.B.)
'Ihe Arts ofAncient Rome (V. &A.)
Rotherfmn Society ofArtists: Annual Exhibition
Steel Peech and Toser Camera Club

Rembrandt Etchings (V.& A.)
The Hague School (Dutch Festival Exhibition)
Henry Cllffe: Paintings and Lithographs
Fifih Biennial North Riding Artists'xhibition
Children's Painting V (A.E.B.)
First Group Exhibition
Contemporary Art Society Exhibithm
Sourcm ofTwentieth~tury Art (A.C.)
"56Group" Exhibition of Paintings
Exhibition of the wori ofP. Drswnfng

June 30 to July 2S
August 11 to August 25
September 1 to September 22

to June 17
June 30 to August 12
August 18 to September 30
August 18 to October 7

to July 1
June 30 to July 28
August 4 to September 1
August 4 to August 25
August 18 to September SO

June 23 to July 23

June 2 to June 24
June 30 to July 18

to June 9
to June 10
June 16 to June 29
July 2 to August 12
August 18 to September 23

to June 16
June 2$ to July 15
August 11 to September 1
August 11 to September 23

June 16 to July 22
June 9 to June 30
July 14 to August 12
July 27 to September

August 18 to October 7

to June 10
to June 17
June 16 to August 5
June 23 to July 29
fhxn August 4

June 1 to June 22
June 4 to June 16
June 18 to July 7
July 9 to August 8
August 9 to August Sl

to June 17
July 7 to July 28
August 11 to September 1

June 9 to June 30
August 4 to August 25

A.C.~Arts Councfi A.E3L~ Art Exhibition Bureau V. & A ~Victoria & Albert Museum





wall of the kiln opening up an unlimited
vista, so he could not allow this diagonal
simply to disappear into the gaping cavern
of the doorway with the possibility of
indefinite extension beyond. Constable
would have revelled in such a situation.
We need only think of the mysterious
depths in which the Stour finally dis-
appears behind Willy Lott's house in the
Hay llrain. But any inference of imprecise
or unlimited space is anathema to Geri-
cault, and in this he shows the depth of his
roots in the traditions of French classicism.
None of his more overtly classical con-
temporaries would have dared to go so far,
but one could find parallels for his
distortions in at least two paintings by
Poussin, the Holy Family on the Steps and
the Ashes of Phocion.
Gericault is a notoriously difficult artist

to categorise. His subject here, in as far

as it is a piece of the material world,
invites the term 'realist', while the crumb-
ling walls and dilapidated roofs, the
austerity of the setting and the toil-weary
attitudes of the horses have social impli-
cations which make one think of Courbet.
At the same time, the way he uses animals
and inanimate objects to express human
values is characteristically romantic, and
so is the extreme bleakness of the scene.
Even on a purely formal level there are
elements which indicate a romantic
attitude, the dramatic lighting, and—more
important from our present point of view

the implied relationship of the spectator
to the scene.
Because of the discrepancies in perspec-

tive, we cannot even begin to calculate the
exact view point, but the high line of the
horizon does tell us that we are suspended
precariously in mid-air, somewhere above

5.
Gerieault
The Raft of Medusa,
1819, Paris, Louvre



the rough track and the barren ground by
the side of it, with no indication of how we
got there and the prospect of a very
uncomfortable landing if we should slip.
Situations of this sort give a disturbing
remoteness to the scene. They occur quite
frequently, and not unexpectedly, in the
works of Turner, Ward and Martin, but
hardly in those of Poussin or, for that
matter, Constable. (In the Hay Wain the
bank of the river conveniently curves
round to provide an observation platform
for our comfort in taking the view.)
Throughout most of his oeuvre, in fact,

Gericault's 'classicism'oes not extend
beyond a feeling for positively stated forms,
existing within a closed space of completely
human scale, and a concomitant horror of
vagueness or any suggestion of vast in-
human distances. A closed space usually
implies a design entirely of picture-
parallel planes and strong horizontals and
verticals. Gericault's originality as a
space-composer lies in his attempt to
reconcile the strong diagonals of baroque
art and devices like the high

'romantic'iew-point

with this 'classical'esthetic.
In the Lime-Kiln, where he had difficulty

in attaining the final balance, his aims are
explicit in the sacrifices involved in fulfill-
ing them. Where he achieves his results
with less effort, they are not so apparent.
A case in point is the Raft of the Medusa,
and yet if we re-examine it in the light of
our analysis of the Lime-Kiln, some of its
features take on a new significance.

As well as being Gericault's best-known
composition, the Raft is also his most
baroque. Its design is dominated by
pyramidal masses and strong diagonal
lines. Yet if we look at the centre of the
canvas, at the figure in shadow at the base

of the mast, we realise that the strong
profile of the head and the picture-parallel
plane of his chest, at a point in the compo-
sition where all sorts of important thrusts
converge, act like an anchor regulating
the whole movement of the scene.
The incident depicted in the Raft is the

sighting of the masts of a brig just above
the horizon, when the survivors of the
wrecked Medusa had all but given up hope
of rescue. But we are shown barely enough
of the horizon to accommodate the tiny
speck of the vessel. At the right the space
is closed by the rising swell of the sea, at
the left by a huge crested wave and in the
centre by the rigging and the figures.
Nevertheless the slight indication we do
have of the line of the horizon is developed
by the line at the bottom of the sail to
form a strong horizontal on the picture
surface, which further ensures the ultimate
stability of the design.
In the Raft of the Medusa the resolution of

tensions is achieved without any contradic-
tions of spatial logic, but elsewhere, in the
Race of Riderless Horses, the lithograph of
A Paralytic Woman or the Scene from the War
of Greek Independence,2 there are distortions
every bit as drastic as those in the Lime-
Kiln. They are introduced with consider-
able skill and are not at all obtrusive, but
their presence tells us a lot about Geri-
cault's conception of art, and in turn helps
us to understand the works of many later
painters. I think, after a work like the
Lime-Kiln, we even come with less of a shock
to Cezanne's infinitely more combustible
mixture of Poussin, Rubens and his own
visual experience.

1 Clement: Gdricault. Third edition, 1879.
2 In the Pierre Dubaut collection.
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The Artist
in Canada
by Bruno Bobak

Canada covers an immense area with
many centres of cultural activity separated
by great distances. Each has its own pecu-
liar quality developed partly by past
tradition —for example a painter of French
speaking origin living in Quebec would
take on a distinctly different flavour from
that of a painter of an English-speaking
community. Art schools, too, because of
this isolation, take on personal and
regional qualities of their own. And above
all, until recently, the distances themselves
have prevented intercourse between artists.
Indeed it is even more accurate to say
that the geographical barriers have forced
influences north and south with the United
States rather than east and west. It is for
this reason that the west coast painters of
Canada are closely related to the North-
west painters of the States, whereas the

painters of a highly cosmopolitan Toronto
are much more afl'ected by the influences
ofNew York. In the middle west we have a
school of painters and graphic artists whose
source of inspiration seems to spring from
the larger Midwest universities of Iowa
and Minnesota. Naturally this is a
generalization but if you were to travel
from coast to coast I feel that you would
notice these differences.
In some ways this regionalism was

broken down as a result of the Second
World War when artists and teachers were
moved about and forced into new envir-
onments. Since then a new struggle for
national identity in the arts has seemed
urgent and the Massey Commission was
formed to see how this could be fulfilled.
On their recommendation the Canada
Council was founded. The Canada Council
is designed to encourage and promote all
forms of creative activity in all regions of
our country. So it is now possible to have
exhibitions of national and international
stature tour even the remotest parts of the
country. Lectures as well, under the
sponsorship of the National Gallery,
stimulate a growing interest everywhere
in the arts.
Where the artist best benefits from the

Canada Council is perhaps in the grants
and fellowships available for foreign or
local study and work. Also large sums are
delegated toward the purchase of works
by Canadian artists for public galleries
and institutions. They have also helped
Universities with their fine arts programs
in many ways, including the setting up of
posts for Resident Artists whereby artists
with national reputations are free to work
without the pressures of financial respon-
sibilities and exercise their influence on the
life of the University campus a scheme
not unlike the Gregory Fellowships at the
University of Leeds. Of course, many
artists have found flaws in the Canada
Council but it is really the best system of
creative encouragement that we have yet
developed. So it appears that the artist
in Canada has never had a better life.
The art schools and fine art departments in
the universities have enormous enrolments,
so there is an increasing demand for artists
to fill teaching posts. In most cases the
salaries are high enough to enable the



artist to live as a respected member of the
community. There are also elaborate and
daring extension programs —-for example,
at the University of British Columbia,
painters, musicians, potters and actors are
sent out to any community in the Province
that asks for and requires assistance.
The pattern today is to have artists

. trained in Universities rather than at art
schools and the danger here, I think, lies
in a tendency to turn out professional
"academics" rather than individually.
creative artists. Needless to say these
students make first-rate museum per-
sonnel as well as enlightened teachers in
our public school system and already
their influence has helped a new genera-
tion of Canadians to a more sympathetic
understanding of the arts.

As each city across the country grows
and expands, it feels the need of having
its own civic art gallery. Consequently
there are new galleries being built each
year and paintings and sculpture have to
be purchased to fill them. As there is a
limit to civic funds and private donations,
other means have to be found for the
purpose. So almost every Gallery has its
%%omen's Auxiliary which plays an import-
ant part in this program. They have
organized such varied fund-raising
schemes as elaborate Beaux Arts Balls to
"Do You <Ov n a Canadian Painting."
sales. These prove in every case to be
highly successful financially for the Galler-
ies and the artists but, perhaps, although
less spectacular, the Gallery Picture Loan
projects are in the long run the most
rewarding.
The Canadian Sale, run by many

auxiliaries across the country generally
take place annually. Artists are invited to
send their work free of charge to the gallery
and in the event of a sale are charged 20
per cent on the sale price of their work.
This fee is used towards the purchase of
work for the gallery's permanent collec-
tions. This sale often includes an auction
which creates great excitement. Generally,
too, there are major sections of the exhibi-
tion devoted to works fi om another
country —Fngland, Norway, France, the
United States, etc.
The Picture Loan scheme is a venture

whereby the artist is invited to lend his
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The illustrations on pages 11 to 15 reproduce
pictures by Bruno Bobak which secre exhibited at
the City Art Gallery from 1st February to 4th
March 1962, and the numbers in the captions
refer to the catalogue of the exhibition.
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saleable work to the Gallery which in turn
rents it very reasonably to a Gallery
member for a period of a month. In some
galleries the accumulated rental fee can be
used towards the purchase of any work.
Many paintings are sold because the
borrowers find it difficult to part with their
rented work of art.
In most galleries too there are Saturday

morning classes for children, and in some
there are actual rooms turned into
Children's Galleries—all part, I think, of a
growing awareness in a new country for
the need of something more than material
gain. There is, of course, since the war a
huge new middle income group across
the country who, having built their houses
and equipped them to the last detail,
notice their empty walls. Being newly
prosperous, these people have to begin
their collections from scratch and they
create a new market for Canadian artists
such as our fathers would never have
believed possible. Certainly forty years ago
The Group of Seven (the founders of a
new and distinctively Canadian school of
painting) had no financial support and
only the minimum critical encouragement.
But as a result of today's attitude, con-
temporary painting has become big busi-
ness and commercial galleries have sprung
up in all the major cities. Many of them
have shown a spirit of adventure by
sponsoring work hy unknown but talented
artists, unlike many London galleries, which
are reluctant to depart from the discreet
and well-established pattern of handling
painting which has a ready market value.
The Canadian artist is generally ad-

mired and respected in the community
and has a following which gives him loyal
support and invites his leadership which
often scares him into an unwillingness to
shock them with his more personal vision.
The integration of the artist into this
materialistic community often intrudes
upon his private world. The artist, I feel,
has been forced to take a too active interest
in the community's development —sitting
on gallery committees, lecturing to civic
planners, judging hobby shows, etc.

A further development as a result of the
industrial boom and an expanding popu-
lation is a feverish building program

l4 including civic centres, shopping centres,

office buildings as well as residential
developments. In this the artists and
sculptors have worked as members of the
architectural team and have been respon-
sible for some very creative work with new
materials employed in murals, sculpture
and landscaping.
Nevertheless, unless he is aware of the

danger, quite slowly and insidiously, like
a sleeping sickness, the artist might find
himself building his dream-house, buying
his sporty car (a second one for his wife),
surrounding himself with comfort and

13.
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smugness and becoming in short, a
respectable and contented member of the
community, spending his time lecturing
the Parent —Teachers'ssociation and
giving cocktail parties too many evenings
out of the week.
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]acob Kramer
Extracts from the address by Professor Philip

Allison delivered on Monday, 30th April, at
the jacob Kramer Memorial Meeting:

...We remember him sitting in his
room in Mrs. Smiles'hop, painting or
drawing, his trilby hat squarely on his
fine head, his massive hand using his
brush or crayon with a refined strength
which epitomized the contrast between his
great physique and his infinitely gentle
nature.
We remember him, standing on the

table in the Jubilee to make a speech at
the opening of an exhibition, beaming with
happiness, finding no words for the occa-
sion, yet leaving everyone satisfied that
they knew what his gestures meant.......completely free from missionary zeal,
and without any ambition to convert
people to art, he founded no school of
artists, left no disciples—but disciples may
be but poor copies of the original, and
there are other ways in which the in-
fluence of greatness may endure.

His power depended not only on his
artistic perception and sensitivity, but on
the constancy of these throughout his
life.
Whilst in his manner and in his every-

day conduct he might appear labile, the
core of his innocence remained incorrupt-
ible, and before its steady beam all that
was showy, superfluous and without true
meaning eventually fell back....
His art was his strength, and the

source of his courage; it was his inward
private life through which he was enabled
to show men "sometimes at the risk of
their displeasure, the secrets of their own
hearts". And this is the function of art.
He was a Jew who suffered with and for

his people. He was a Jew who advanced
the cause of the Jews, as he advanced the
cause of Art, not by aggression but by
gentleness, not by guile but by innocence,
and through the pity of his painting.
These then were his weapons against

the Philistines; these were his weapons
against the enemies of the Jews....
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